STICHTING TER VOORKOMING MISBRUIK GENETISCHE MANIPULATIE (VoMiGEN)
Foundation for the prevention of Abuse of Genetic Manipulation (VoMiGEN)
Van Speykstraat 87 - 3014 VE Rotterdam. (Netherland) www.wirsinduberall.de und www.vomigen.eu
www.gentechvrij.nl e-mail: vomigen@vomigen.eu KvK te Rotterdam onder nr. 24290161

“Never again” include “Never again Eugenics”
“How GMO-free labelling of food products can contribute to increase GMO-free supplies for animal feed” .
The Greens European Free Alliance: Wednesday 6 March 2012 Brussels.
OPEN E-MAIL paraskevi.tsetsi@europarl.europa.eu

Berlin, 24th February 2013.

Dear Mrs. Vula Tsetsi, Secretary General Green/EFA
Conformity the duties of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR),1 I feel it as my duty to draw
your attention to the following facts regarding above mentioned subject, populism and the fact that the European
demos, like brothers and sisters,
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say no to GMO: “All man become brothers” http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0F_VNfmoB-s

The British Prime Minister David Cameron said in his speech Europe 2013, quote: “There is not, in my view, a single
European demos. It is national parliaments, which are, and will remain, the true source of real democratic legitimacy
and accountability in the EU.” End quote.3
When there is not a single European demos than there only will remain “zombies”. People like José Bové, Jill Evans
and Bart Staes. Representatives of friend services of the party politics. A system of: “He who pays the piper calls
the tune”.
Following the speech “On prospects for the European idea” of the Federal President Joachim Gauck on 22nd of
February 2013 at “Schloss Bellevue” he said, quote: “We’ll never forget Winston Churchill calling for the recreation
of the European family in his famous speech to young people in Zurich in 1946. We’ll never forget that the most
strongly held conviction for politicians and ordinary people after the war could be expressed in two words: “never
again!”. And we’ll never forget how 700 politicians and intellectuals gathered for the Hague Congress in 1948,
bringing together such a variety of figures as British philosopher Bertrand Russell...” End quote.
Four years later, in 1952 Bertrand Russell gave us an idea what it means the understanding; “zombie”: Quote "It is
to be expected that advances in physiology and psychology will give governments much more control over individual
mentality than they now have even in totalitarian countries.... Diet, injections, and injunctions will combine, from a
very early age, to produce the sort of character and the sort of beliefs that the authorities consider desirable, and
any serious criticism of the powers that be will become psychologically impossible. Even if all are miserable, all will
believe themselves happy, because the government will tell them that they are so." End of quote Bertrand Russell The Impact of Science on Society, 1952. Now we understand what Bertrand Russell means: GENOMICS.4
The two words: “never again!” include “never again Eugenics” associated with Nazi-Germany. But the collective
name of Eugenics5 includes Gen-Cisgene- Nanotechnology- Chemtrails and Andragogy. Nowadays, this is known as
GENOMICS, protected by the Codex Alimentarius of the VN and FAO, which has never been discussed with the
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Preamble of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR). Quote: “Realizing that the individual, having duties to other individuals
and to the community to which he belongs, is under a responsibility to strive for the promotion and observance of the rights recognized in the present
Covenant.” End quote.
2
Please be so kind and see also our letters to President Bronislaw Komorowski, of Poland
http://www.vomigen.eu/plaatjesgen/Rob121115BronislawKomorowski.pdf
3
Please see our letter from the foundation VoMiGEN to Premier David Cameron of 28th January 2013.
http://www.gentechvrij.nl/plaatjesgen/Rob130128%20Speech%20EU%202013%20David%20Cameron3.pdf
4
The Dutch minister of security Mr.Ivo Opstelten, is chairman of the Dutch Genomics.
5
Andragogik als Technik? Wissenschaftler des Max-Planck-Instituts für Neurobiologie stärken Partnerschaft mit israelischen Forschern. Gemeinsam
ergründen sie, wie das Gehirn Wahrnehmungen in Verhalten umsetzt. “Wie die sensorische Verarbeitung im Gehirn das Verhalten von Tieren
beeinflusst” FAZ 15/1/2013. http://www.mpg.de/6778060/Max_Planck_Center_in_Jerusalem_eingeweiht?print=yes
Artikel „Herrscher über Zombies“. Zitat: „(n)Europarasiten dringen in die Körper anderer Lebenswesen ein und kapern deren Nervensystem. Dann
manipulieren sie das Verhalten ihrer Opfer, um eigene Ziele zu erreichen. Eine bizarre Choreografie des Grauens vor der womöglich auch Menschen
nicht sicher sind.“ Ende des Zitats. „Herrscher über Zombies“, Süddeutsche Zeitung 8/12/12.
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demos. That means the crazy thoughts of the rich that they can create a world they want, that means a new
particularisme,6 in analogy of the genetic manipulation of the carnation for the wish to create a private
flower with a private scent and private colour.7 Worldwide the demos say no!
The history of the Science of Human Perfection: “How Genes Became the Heart of American Medicine”
by Nathaniel Comfort
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(FAZ 18/2/2013) shows us the urgency that “public intellectuals”, like people of the parliament,

should give back the knowledge of the “volonté générale” of Rousseau to the mass worldwide. This has also been
addressed by Pope Benedict XVI in his genius speech on the 22nd September 2011 in the German parliament in
Berlin.9
In this speech Pope Benedict XVI is warning us against a wrong relation with the reality, and what the pseudo
GENOMICS in fact is.10 To protect us to this kind of horror we need the knowledge of the general will of Rousseau (La
volonté générale), as the first level for democracy, obtained in the first French-American Human rights of 1789,
article 6,11 and the European Revolution of 1848, freedom of assembly to protect the general interest by the general
will of the people (La volonté générale de Rousseau). It is the only possibility to protect our collective values. It will
be the duty of the Head of States to consult a team of thinkers of the anonym modern demos in advance for bringing
all arguments, all facts, all figures and all expectations in daylight about new laws, law changing, wars and other
political questions. Just as it has been demanded by the movement of citizens “Stuttgart 21” Zitat: ‘Alle Argumente,
alle Fakten alle Zahlen und Einschätzungen müssen auf den Tisch’ Ende des Zitats. (Dr. Heiner Geißler Süddeutsche
Zeitung 7/10 und 13/10/10) and what the Prussian proletariat has done in 1848.
The Federal President Joachim Gauck said about this issue, quote:” First, do not be indifferent! Brussels may be far
away, but the issues which are negotiated and decided there concern all of us.” End of quote.
Issues what concerns all of us should be discussed with us12. This is only possible if the intention of the volonté
générale should be re-introduced in our society, so that the above mentioned rights and duties will be wielded by all
parties involved. For example, it was respected in the Netherlands for the biological private logo “EKO” until 1st of
January 2002.
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See our letter of 23rd of April 2012 to the EU President Mr. Herman van Rompuy Esq. regarding the understanding “particularisme”
http://www.gentechvrij.nl/plaatjesgen/vomigen120423%20Rompuyagain.pdf
7
ECHR –PGerO -AVS/AVS/maa -Betreff Nr. 63079/10. RvS: 201001002/1/M1.
Wieso Genehmigung für die genetische Manipulation der berühmte Blumen des verstorbenen Prinzen Bernhard, den Nelken? Was hat dass mit dem
Hunger bekämpfen zu tun? http://www.gentechvrij.nl/plaatjesgen/robanjerhofvjus101014nelken.pdf
8
Quote: “Almost daily we hear news stories, advertisements, and scientific reports promising that genetic medicine will make us live longer, enable
doctors to identify and treat diseases before they harm us, and individualize our medical care. But surprisingly, a century ago eugenicists were making
the same promises. This book traces the history of the promises of medical genetics and of the medical dimension of eugenics. While mindful of the
benefits of genetic medicine, the book also considers social and ethical issues that cast troublesome shadows over these fields. Keeping his focus on
America, Nathaniel Comfort introduces the community of scientists, physicians, and public health workers who have contributed to the development of
medical genetics from the nineteenth century to today. He argues that medical genetics is closely related to eugenics, and indeed that the two cannot
be fully understood separately. He also carefully examines how the desire to relieve suffering and to improve ourselves genetically, though noble, may
be subverted. History makes clear that as patients and consumers we must take ownership of genetic medicine, using it intelligently, knowledgeably,
and sceptically.” End quote.
9
Quote: ”For most of the matters that need to be regulated by law, the support of the majority can serve as a sufficient criterion. Yet it is evident that

for the fundamental issues of law, in which the dignity of man and of humanity is at stake, the majority principle is not enough: everyone in a position
of responsibility must personally seek out the criteria to be followed when framing laws.” End of quote. The genius speech of Pope Benedictus XVI in
the Parliament of Berlin on 22nd September 2011. When the “majority principle” is not enough in this context, than remains automatically the “consent
democracy”. That means constitutional informed consent generated by the intelligence of the anonymous people (demos), by the general will of
Rousseau (La volonté générale). That means: All arguments, all facts, all figures and all expectations should be brought up. Just as it has been
demanded by the movement of citizens “Stuttgart 21” (Dr. Heiner Geißler Süddeutsche Zeitung 7/10 und 13/10/10).
10
Quote: “If something is wrong in our relationship with reality, then we must all reflect seriously on the whole situation and we are all prompted to
question the very foundations of our culture. Allow me to dwell a little longer on this point. The importance of ecology is no longer disputed. We must
listen to the language of nature and we must answer accordingly. Yet I would like to underline a further point that is still largely disregarded, today as
in the past: there is also an ecology of man. Man too has a nature that he must respect and that he cannot manipulate at will. Man is not merely selfcreating freedom. Man does not create himself. He is intellect and will, but he is also nature, and his will is rightly ordered if he listens to his nature,
respects it and accepts himself for who he is, as one who did not create himself. In this way, and in no other, is true human freedom fulfilled.” End
quote. The genius speech of Pope Benedictus XVI in the Parliament of Berlin on 22nd September
2011 http://www.gentechvrij.nl/plaatjesgen/robpausduitsetaal.pdf German http://www.gentechvrij.nl/plaatjesgen/robpaus.pdf English
11
QUOTE: The general meeting for the Rights of Human beings took place on the 27th. of August 1789. This was proposed by Lafayette, who was
impressed by the declaration of independence of the USA. In article 2 there will be found the rights of freedom, property, safety and resistance by
repression. Art. 6: This article settles the General Will. However, herewith is meant the General Will of Rousseau (La Volonté Générale), not the will of
principle of the majority. END QUOTE. Dietrich Schwanitz, “Education. Al what we have to know.”
12
Prof.dr.mr. B. de Gaay-Fortman (Netherland)
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The European monument, the first level for the European democratic identity is the French Revolution of
1789 followed by the “Cornerstone of the European democracy” also called the “March Revolution of 1848”
in Friedrichshain Park in Berlin. Please visit this beautiful and existential memorial.
The second level of the European identity, but for many people unknown, is the “real politic” and “real economy” of
1853, the mirror of the understanding “Capitalism”, inherent to the “real democracy”, as mentioned by Prime
Minister David Cameron in his Europe speech 2013.
Quote: “The word "real politics" has been invented by August Ludwig von Rochau in 1853. It meant a farewell to
freedom and democracy for a great part of the German population. The Bourgeoisie became "real politics" under
Bismarck, thus, nationalistic, anti-democratic and obedient. This "Realpolitik" culminated in the 1914 war”. End
quote. Rudolf Walther, How different is Germany 'TAZ 05/23/11.
As everybody knows the First World War cumulated into the Second World War. It means not the people of Germany
but the elites of Europe, included the Jewish elite, caused the disasters of the last two centuries in Europe. Real
politics means politic without moral and without ethic. An example of the horror what real economy without moral
and without ethic in quintessence means I give you the following quote:
“Quote: “The former Dutch Minister of Transport, Mr Van Schaijk of the Catholic People's Party (KVP), had
enthusiastically praised the staff of the Dutch Railways on 17 September 1945 because they had operated the "trains
of death" to Nazi Germany. He said, 'That was good for the Dutch economy at this time.” End quote (The end of a
myth Dr. Bob Smalhout. Tg 12/12/2010).

It is a way of executive policy and economy against the “general interest” (l’intérêt général) of Madame
Helvetius,13 an evolution of the “bonum commune” of Thomas Aquino, perfected by the general will of Rousseau
(la volonté générale) to protect our collective values inclusive the beauty of the earth.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pleyx8R9RhU “Never again” means in fact never “real politic” again. It means the elite have to

respect the general will of the people, that means the “volonté générale” of Rousseau.
We can conclude: It was not the allowed populist Hitler but it was the power of the rich, the top of the invisible elite,
who handed the power on 30th January 1933 to Hitler, as Bundeskanzlerin Angela Merkel said on 30th January this
year.14 That means the rich handed Hitler the populism principles of the real politic of 1853 (“The empire collapsed,
the rich remained” Bernt Engelmann).
Regarding populism the Federal President Joachim Gauck said in his Bellevue speech, quote: “No populist or
nationalist party has managed to win substantial support; not a single populist or nationalist has a seat in the
German Bundestag.” End quote.
The opposite of this situation has happened in the Netherlands. Queen Beatrix and government allowed Geert
Wilders to have no members in his political party for freedom (PVV). That means during the time that he was a
member of the minority government he was able to vote for the laws and law changing he wanted as a private
person. He is the man with the political executive legitimacy to undermine the space of freedom and tolerance to the
Islam and even entice the minority. His allowed populism stirs people up against one another, as he tries to do now
in Australia. Even the Prime Minister of Australia, Mr. Colin Barnett, wants Geert Wilders to leave Australia (NRC
20/2/2013).

Populism is the opposite of the general will (volonté générale) and is synonym for the “real politic” of 1853. In
Europe everybody knows that Geert Wilders is accepted by the elite as a real politician.15

13

Christmas speech 2012 of Queen Beatrix.
Zitat: “Der Aufstieg Adolf Hitlers sei möglich gewesen, weil die deutschen Eliten und weite Teile der Gesellschaft daran mitwirkten, sagte Merkel.
Eine Mehrheit habe sich bestenfalls gleichgültig verhalten“. Ende des Zitats. Lammert: Adolf Hitler "war kein Betriebsunfall"
15
Quote: Geert Wilders is the most famous right-wing populist politicians in Europe. In the Netherlands, he is an influential one .... ', Wilders has
managed the crucial step from which every politician dreams of the extreme right: He has risen from the populist phenomenon to a real politician
14
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But not only, is the political party of Freedom of Geert Wilders a modern populist institute, also many non
government organizations (NGO). For example: Greenpeace. It is a foundation without members. That
means they do the same as Geert Wilders. They only give people their own thoughts without publishing
the arguments, facts, figures and expectations of the (anonym) people and their private sponsors. For
example: Everybody with healthy brains can understand that the introduction of the pseudo science GENOMICS in
the environment is contrary the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR): providing Article 5: Right to Liberty
and Security. Article 8: Right to respect for private and family life. This includes the right of integrity of the body.16
1st Protocol, Article.1 Right to peaceful enjoyment of property.
Do you hear the Greens European Free Alliance about these facts? No! That means the Nobel Peace Prize for the
European Union last November was not a project for peace, but to continue the project of the real politic of 1853.
That means a real democracy of “Liberty”, “Equality” and “Fraternity” for the rich17 instead of the “Liberty”,
“Equality” and “Fraternity” of the volonté générale the voice of the modern demos of Europe. The only way to keep
Europe free of wars, half truth, trickery and deceit.
This situation makes the two different levels in Europe. One level for the rich, that means the upper top of the elite
and one level of the population. To unite these two levels will only be possible when the elites respect the social
contract of 18th century. That means the duty of the 47 Heads of State of the council of Europe, with Mr. Thorbjørn
Jagland as chairman, to serve the general interest. To serve the general interest is only possible by the general will
of Rousseau (La volonté général) instead of the majority principle of the friend services of the party politics of the
real democracy of 1853. That means not informing the people afterwards or not at all, but the duty of consulting the
intelligent thinkers of the anonym people in advance about new laws, law changing, wars and other political
questions. It is the only possibility in providing adequate information on issues and problems regarding the protection
of the collective values. That is the politics itself. That means the générale interest of the demos inclusive the elites.
That means a democracy of consents for the constitutional informed consent instead of the majority principle.
Based on above mentioned facts and arguments, I kindly request you to support the call for an "update" of the
Human Rights done by the Jewish “public intellectual” Stéphane Hessel. (Suddeutsche Zeitung 17/07/12). Please
see also a copy of our letter of 8th August 2011 to Mr. Thorbjørn Jagland, chairman of the Board of the Council of
Europe; http://www.gentechvrij.nl/plaatjesgen/kalfrobbrief080811.pdf
Conclusion: The people, the demos of Europe, the new Pope of the Vatican,18 the Ngo’s, Africa, Latin America, and
the rest of the world have to ask their Heads of State: Please show us the documents that you have got the approval
from the European citizens in not having entered the “Volonté Générale” of Rousseau into the current Human
Rights of 1948?19 The same can be applied for the question about the “right of resistance by repression” (the political
influence of Spinoza), article 2 and for sharpening of the right of uniting for the processes of opinion of 1848.
Chapter 3, article 65, paragraph 2f of the EU convention of Lisbon 2007/200920

managed *. He makes no more mood, he makes policy. In the Netherlands, Wilders has become a power factor '. End quote. “The populist and his
people” (FAZ 09.05.11)
16
Please see also our letter of 16th February 2013 to Dr. Burkhard Roloff, the genetic engineering expert at the German environmental organization
“BUND” regarding Gm Vaccine Trials on Foals. Today on foals, tomorrow on human being
http://www.gentechvrij.nl/plaatjesgen/Robveulenvaccinduits130215.pdf
17
Confirmed by the fabulously wealthy George Sorros in his interview “Die gespaltene Union: George Soros wirft den Deutscher vor, die Solidarität in
Europa zu untergraben“ (Handelsblatt 11. Januar 2013).
18
Quote: ”For most of the matters that need to be regulated by law, the support of the majority can serve as a sufficient criterion. Yet it is evident
that for the fundamental issues of law, in which the dignity of man and of humanity is at stake, the majority principle is not enough: everyone in a
position of responsibility must personally seek out the criteria to be followed when framing laws.” End of quote. The genius speech of Pope
Benedictus XVI in the Parliament of Berlin on 22nd September 2011
19
QUOTE: The general meeting for the Rights of Human beings took place on the 27th. of August 1789. This was proposed by Lafayette, who was
impressed by the declaration of independence of the USA. In article 2 there will be found the rights of freedom, property, safety and resistance by
repression. Art. 6: This article settles the General Will. However, herewith is meant the General Will of Rousseau (La Volonté Générale), not the will of
principle of the majority. END QUOTE. Dietrich Schwanitz, “Education. Al what we have to know.”
20
“CHAPTER 3: JUDICIAL COOPERATION IN CIVIL MATTERS Article 65.2.f. Quote: ‘The elimination of obstacles to the proper functioning of civil
proceedings, if necessary by promoting the compatibility of the rules on civil procedure applicable in the Member States…’ End quote. Question a)
why if necessary? b) What are the criteria of ‘if necessary’? c) Why ‘if necessary’ if we know that al the laws are based on the fundamental rights, that
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Looking forward to your answer regarding our call for an upgrade of the Human rights I remain with kind
regards as your servant of the common interest*.
Foundation for the prevention of Abuse of Genetic Manipulation (VoMiGEN) www.vomigen.eu
Stichting ter Voorkoming Misbruik Genetische Manipulatie VoMiGEN).
Robert A. Verlinden.
Verlinden member of the EUROPE-GMO-FREE- CONFRENCES, former board member of the "Platform Biologica". Former member of
the Advisory Board (a team of thinkers) of the Control Authority "SKAL" of the private logo "EKO", and former Vice Chairman of the
Association for organic shops the Netherlands (VWN). He is the founder of the Foundation for the Prevention of Abuse of Genetic
Manipulation. (VoMiGEN). Candidate of the local elections in Rotterdam on the 3rd of March 2010, representing a "citizens list"
www.lijst11.nl www.weareeverywhere.eu In 2006 Verlinden was candidate number 17 of www.lijst14.nl A "citizens list" is a
political movement (group) without a name of a political party. Both political movements have been hushed by the independent
press freedom in the Netherlands in 2006 and 2010. That means freedom of silence, instead to respect the duties of the Declaration
of Principles on the Conduct of Journalists "Code de Bordeaux" of 1954.** Not only the press freedom discriminate these political
movements but also The European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) in Strasbourg.
Please see jurisprudence. "Verlinden (II) against the Netherlands” petition 3636/09 *** and nr.35911/09 ECHR LNld11.OR (CD1)
AVS / fme 8 August 2011
*In honour of veteran resistance fighters and devotion to the earth and the world, there is a podium for servants who commit
serving the interest of the common good, without giving priority to their own issues.
“The Code de Bordeaux”
** IFJ Declaration of Principles on the Conduct of Journalists (Adopted by 1954 World Congress of the IFJ. Amended by the 1986
World Congress.)
Quote: "This international Declaration is proclaimed as a standard of professional conduct for journalists engaged in gathering,
transmitting, disseminating and commenting on news and information in describing events.
1. Respect for truth and for the right of the public to truth is the first duty of the journalist. 2.In pursuance of this duty, the
journalist shall at all times defend the principles of freedom in the honest collection and publication of news, and of the right of fair
comment and criticism. 3. The journalist shall report only in accordance with facts of which he/she knows the origin. The journalist
shall not suppress essential information or falsify documents. 4.The journalist shall use only fair methods to obtain news,
photographs and documents. 5. The journalist shall do the utmost to rectify any published information which is found to be
harmfully inaccurate. 6.The journalist shall observe professional secrecy regarding the source of information obtained in confidence.
7. The journalist shall be aware of the danger of discrimination being furthered by the media, and shall do the utmost to avoid
facilitating such discrimination based on, among other things, race, sex, sexual orientation, language, religion, political or other
opinions, and national or social origins. 8. The journalist shall regard as grave professional offences the following: * plagiarism; *
malicious misrepresentation; * calumny, slander, libel, unfounded accusations; * acceptance of a bribe in any form in consideration
of either publication or suppression. 9. Journalists worthy of the name shall deem it their duty to observe faithfully the principles
stated above. Within the general law of each country the journalist shall recognise in professional matters the jurisdiction of
colleagues only, to the exclusion of every kind of interference by governments or others." Quote End.

*** “Verlinden against the Netherlands”.
Jurisprudence from the European Court of Human Rights in Strasburg. Free translation from Dutch into English.
ECHR –LNld11.0 R (CD1) AVS/svl.16th November 2011. Petition number 3636/09 “Verlinden against the Netherlands”.
Dear Mr Verlinden.
Herewith I inform you that 9th November 2010 the European Court of Human Rights, sitting as a single Judge (A.
Gyulumayan) has decided to your petition filed on January 12, 2009 under the above number is
registered, not admissible. The Court found that was not satisfied of the requirements of the Treaty.
Given all information available to the Court, and insofar as the matters complained of is within his competence, the
Court considers that in no way indicates that a violation has occurred the rights and freedoms as provided for in the
Convention and its Protocols.
This decision is final and not subject to any form of appeal nor by the Court - including its Great Room or in any
other body. You will therefore understand that the Registry will not be able to provide any further details on the
deliberations of the single Judge or to further correspondence about the decision taken in this case. You will not
receive further documents from the Court regarding this case and, under instructions from the Court, the file one
year after the date of this decision must be destroyed.
Such notice shall be in accordance with Article 52A of the Rules of Court. Yours faithfully, Behalf of the Court, Agnes
Steyn Referendary.
means informed consent by the volonté générale of Rousseau? It looks that people in general does not have any knowledge of the principals of the
Fundamental Rights of 1848 This means the constitutional informed consent by the volonté générale as the political sovereignty of the people. Even at
the GMO free conference in the Brussels Parliament on the 16th September 2010 showed their shortcomings. The authorities behind the table
confirmed that my question was ‘specific and too big’ they couldn’t give a satisfied reaction on my demand. Please see the following link, select the
10th video from the top, and on this video I am the second speaker. See questions and comments from the audience: (totally 4 minutes)
http://www.gmo-free-regions.org/past-conferences/conference2010/programme.html
This must be the reason that these principles silently disappeared from the ‘EU Treaty of Lisbon of 2007’.
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